
Steps to Effective Listening

1. Listen for feelings, not the whats, whens, whos, whys, etc.

2 . Make statements very tentative. (ie, "could it be that you are feeling more anger than
sadness?", or "does anyone know how alone you feel?"... etc.

3 . Avoid interjecting judgmental, personal, "I" statements. Keep the interaction "you"
focused. (ie, "I think that you are feeling sad" or "I know it must be really tough to feel that
way." are both statements that pull focus toward you and away from the client.

4 . NEVER talk your partner out of their feelings. A response like, "you should really be
happy, you have your family that loves you..." or a similar statement conveys the message that
YOUR FEELINGS ARE INVALID AND I'LL TELL YOU WHAT YOU SHOULD FEEL!
Watch how quickly your partner spirals into more anger/sadness/shame, etc. The behavior of
invalidating their feelings pours gas on the fire of pain, and instead of facilitating wellness the
pain and loneliness is increased.

5 . Affirmations are not usually a part of effective Listening, and in fact may sabotage the
process. Remember that the only task is to hear and help clarify what they are experiencing.

6. You can respond using reflective listening to nonverbal behaviors as well as verbal output.

7. Stay centered and keep in mind that "less is more." Be brief and open. 

8 . Watch for RECOGNITION RESPONSE... it will tell you if you are on the right track.
(sudden crying, an increase in the intensity level, a smile, a general body shift.)

9 . DON'T TRY AND SOLVE THE PROBLEM. THE BIGGEST OBSTACLE TO
EFFECTIVE LISTENING IS JUMPING INTO PROBLEM SOLVING TECHNIQUES.
DO NOT DO IT. STAY WITH THE FEELINGS.

10. When you get stuck, comments like "help me understand what your despair feels like..." or
"can you clarify what that terror is like for you..." can be very  healing.

11. Refuse to take responsibility for your partners feelings. Comments like "that must be
tough for you," or "sounds like you have a deep problem", can help your partner focus energy
internally. 

12. This type of listening can really enhance or produce internal locus of control. If your partner
does a lot of blaming, their control locus will be external. Most likely results will be
victim/martyr, or "out of control" feelings. Reflective Listening can reorient that energy to a
more useful focal point. 
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